
Sanskrt and yoga
Wellness, by Sanskrit !

Did you know If you are speaking Sanskrit you are doing Yoga?
 

Very few people know that Sanskrit is not only a medium of expression but also 
aids in overall development of a person. It is not only a self-developed language

��ः����� but also a 'SamskaRit"( ) bhasha. The great sages Maharshi Patanjali, 
Maharshi Panini and Maharshi Katyayini has added flavor to it. These three 
Maharshis have fine tuned the language by adding different Yoga-kriyas into 
pronunciation. That is the beauty and secret of Sanskrit.

When you cook 'Pulses', you add flavour to it by putting Cumin, Garlic, 

��� ��� ����� �� ���� �� ����Fenugreek, Asafoetida etc and ghee( ; ; ; ). This is now called 

��ः����� ���'Samskarit Daal'( ). This daal takes out all the vikaras of digestive 
system in addition to nourishing the body. The person eating this 'daal' doesn't 
know that it is a 'Daal with medication' and unknowingly he is enjoying both food
and medicine together. Exactly this is the case with Sanskrit language.

 

Now what are those additional medicinal value in Sanskrit language for us?

To know this we need to have a comparative analysis of Sanskrit with other 
languages.There are four qualities of this language which makes it special and 
better than all other languages:

���ः��� �� ����� �1. Anuswara [ ( )], Visarga [ ( :)]

�������All masculine[ ] words end at Visarga,

��� ���� ���  ���for ex: : : : : etc

������ !��� 
�� ��� "�� ��ं�� and all neuter[ ] words end at Anuswara, for ex: etc
 

Now if you observe closely you'll be amazed to find that you are doing yoga while
���� �!� speaking them. In pronouncing visarga and in doing Kapaalbhati pranayaam[

ू%�&��], we throw belly air, outwards a bit forcibly. That means as many times you 
speak any Sanskrit word with visarga you'll be doing kapaalbhati automatically 
and thus getting its benefits.

Similarly, speaking any sanskrit word with anuswar in it ends up making you doing
ॅ���� ू�%�&��'Bhraamri' pranayaam [ ]. In this pranayaam, we have to breath out via 

nose with humming sound like a bee. That means as many times you speak any 
sanskrit word with anuswara you'll be doing 'Bhraamri' pranayaam automatically 
and thus getting its benefits.

..and we all know the benefits of these two yoga-kriyas, courtesy Swami Ramdev :)

 
��� "�� (��!�Now say 'Ram eats fruit' which will be said in Sanskrit as " : " and see 

you've done both yoga.There is almost no sentence in Sanskrit language having no 
anuswara and visarga. So it is said that Sanskrit speaking is like doing yoga 
while talking.

)*� +�2: Shabd-Roop [ - ]

Second feature of Sanskrit is its word forms or Shabd-Roop. How many forms can a 
word take in any other language? One. In sanskrit it is 25 !!!!!!!!

���For example: Following are different forms of the word 'Ram'[ ]

�� , �-� .���( )

��� ���/ ����: :
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���� ���/ ����� ,

���0% ����1&�� ���:

����& ����1&�� ���01&:

���ः& ���&2 ����%��: 

���0 ���&2 ���03�: 

���� , ����1&�� ���01&:

�0 ��� �0���/ �0 ����! ! :!

 

���4& �)�� �/!�� �5�In Sankhya-philosophy ( ) there are 25 fundamental elements [ ], 
knowing which a persn can attain knowledge. The more you use all 25 forms of 
every word in Sanskrit, you'll come closer to the power of words, which 
ultimately reveal itself to the speaker in terms of effects. Following are 25 
fundamental elements according to Sankhya-Darshan:

65��1. Atma [ ]

��� ��% �� ���7 !89 ������2. Antah-karan 4 [Mind, Intellect, Psyche, Ego] ( : 4 ) 

:��0�;ि&�= ��!��� �
>� �0ऽ 5�8� �%�3. Gyanendriyas 5 [ nose, tongue, eyes, skin, ear] ( 5) 

��@�;ि&�= ��� �ः� A�ः� ��&� 4. Karmendriyas 5 [hand, foot, genital-organ, Anus, speech] ( 5) 
���,

�;��ऽ�&B �;. �� +� ः�)� )*�5. Tanmatraas 5 [words, forms, taste, odor, touch] ( 5) 

��� -� �CD�� 
� ��E� ��&� 6��)5. Mahabhoot 5 [Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Sky] ( 5) 

 

FG�8�3: DwiVachan [ ]

FG�8�Third specialty of Sanskrit language is 'DwiVachan'[ ]. All other languages 
have 'Singular' and 'Plural' numbers but in Sanskrit there is one additional 
number called DwiVachan. This is very useful and beneficial too.

���/ ����1&�� �� ���&2for example: There are three forms of word 'Ram' in DwiVachan: , :

While pronouncing them, three types of yogic kriyas are performed: 
�-��;. A�HI&�� �;. 
��;.� �;.Moolbandh[ ], Uddiyaan Bandh[ ] and Jaalandhar bandh[ ], these 

are very important yogic kriyas.

 

��;.4: Sandhi 

Most important quality is 'Sandhi' i.e. association.When two words come closer to
each other they make an association which changes the form and pronunciation of 
the combined word. In the changed pronunciation, tongue has to put some special 
effort. All such efforts are experiments in Acupressure treatment system.

 

J!� ��� 
���!�Example: '' " could be spoken in 4 ways and in every type, our speech 
tool has to make extra effort:

J5&�� 
���!�K1 

��!�!� 
���!�K2 


���L&�!�!� K3 
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�����5&��K,4 

 

 

In all of the above pronunciations, the acupressure system is working. As a 
result it keeps mind, intellect and entire body healthy.

That is why it is also called 'dev vaani', because just by reciting you can have 
'divyata' and you'll become 'devta' and whatever a devta speaks is called dev 
vaani :)

It is such a pleasure to read different aspects of this language which is less of
a language and more of a systematic institution which works as alchemy for 
everybody who knows it by heart.Though the level of transformation inside depends
on the purpose and intention of the reader.

Additionally, in modern days, the usage of Sanskrit has reached to Computers. 
This is due to its compactness and perfection as you too observed.
 

We all know that machine understands signal language. Circuit boards pass signals
as per the commands passed to it in form of machine language or group of 
instructions. Scientists had been researching for years on how to pass commands 
that could do more tasks in less number of commands so as to save the machine 
memory which in turn could cause cheap circuitry.

Thanks to Sanskrit which is considered most compact. Though it had to be compact 
because during ancient times when there was no printing technology, people had to
memorize everything to carry the knowledge down the generations. Compactness of 
Sanskrit caused more meaning in less words.

NASA declared it to be "the only unambiguous language on the planet".

Therefore, work is on to implement Sanskrit language as PCB[Printed Circuit 
Board] language and after wards using them as software language.

Very soon software engineers would be required to learn this language. I guess 
for that German scientists would be more helpful than Indian Pundits because 
India is cursed to not accept its own knowledge unless it is approved by western 
countries. Examples are galore: Yog was a matter of humiliation 2 decades ago in 
India and I've seen that, then Yog becomes foreign-return and becomes Yoga and 
now it is a fashion.

We need to awake the people around us who do not know that we are really a great 
nation. Coming to the example of Sanskrit language, today in India, most schools 
do not teach it and wherever it is taught it is not taught in the same creative 
and interesting way in which they are taught English poems and jingles and 
dancing on bollywood numbers.

My own example: my school was following gurukul ashram parampara still the way of
teaching sanskrit made me feel that it was a burden until I found a teacher who 
was well versed in vedas. He ensured that instead of making us memorize 
dhatu-roop, shabd-roop by heart we understand the significance of it. this 
created the love of this language.

 
May this love be continued...

 
by - Vinay Kumar Jha
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